Waste Bin
Management Service
Bill n Ben Wheelie Bin Men

P ROFESSIONAL
WASTE BIN
M AINTENANCE
S ERVICE

Are your residents
complaining about their
waste bins or the state of
the waste bin areas?
Are you looking for a one
shop solution to these
problems?

For a Wheelie Fresh Bin!

We offer a tailor made
service for Body Corporate
and Strata Management
clients.
Offering you a simple
solution as we specialise in
Strata units and Gated
community management of
the waste bin areas.
Our service gives you a
solution to all your waste
management issues.

Bill n Ben Wheelie Bin Men
P.O. Box 4774,
Springfield, QLD 4300
Phone: 0403 151 156
E-mail: bins@billnben.com

bins@billnben.com

Bill n Ben Wheelie Bin Men
Our Gated Community
and Strata Service.
It's a simple choice! The waste bin needs
regular cleaning, as a matter of comfort,
health, and pride in your community

When do we Clean?
Our service can be tailored to your specific
needs but can include;


Placing the full bins to kerb the day
before collection day.



Cleaning the empty bins after the
collection service has been.



Returning the clean bins to the waste
area(s)



Industrial bin(s) cleaned in situ



Giving the waste area(s) a general
clean and wash as needed to keep
them clean and rubbish free.

How do we do clean?
We clean the waste bins using a high
pressure water cleaner, using rain water,
to remove the following;


Waste material



Food scraps



Mud



Dirt



Mould



Oily marks



Spiders



Creepy Crawlies



Other less desirable items

Finishing the Job!
We spray the bins with a final cleaning
and sanitising lotion. This spray is
perfumed with citrus to ensure we
leave a clean and sweet smelling
waste bin.

To make a booking or
for more information?
Contact

bins@billnben.com
0403 151 156
or check out our website at

www.billnben.com
We absolutely limit the use of cleaning
chemicals and detergents. We use only
bio-degradable cleaners in severe cases
of contamination.
We employ the latest water saving
appliances and the water is collected and
filtered before being recycled as “grey”
water through the local recycle programs.
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